Adopt A Book 2016 -- Adult

99 : Stories of the Game
9 780735 232624

by Gretzky, Wayne

FP 250,000(CDN) To mark the NHL’s 99th anniversary, Wayne Gretzky has written the story of our game.
Seen through the eyes of the player whose name has come to stand for greatness in the game of hockey, this
book brings to life the NHL’s glorious past, from its fierce early battles on natural ice, through its mythical
golden era, when the Howes and Richards, Hulls and Orrs defined greatness, through the unforgettable
dynasties in Montreal, New York, and of course, Edmonton, through to the present day. Canadian author

Publisher: Penguin Canada

ISBN-13:

9780735232624

Price: $35.00

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: October 2016

Angels on Earth
9 781501 144752

by Schroff, Laura

FP 125,000. From the #1 New York Times and international bestselling authors of AN INVISIBLE THREAD
comes a heartwarming and inspiring book about the incredible impact that acts of kindness from strangers can
have on the world around us. ANGELS ON EARTH will introduce a series of remarkable people whose
invisible thread stories will move, surprise, and inspire readers. It will shed light on how each of us can live
happier, more purposeful lives through sharing acts of kindness. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Howard Books

ISBN-13:

9781501144752

Price: $34.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2016

Another Brooklyn
9 780062 359988

by Woodson, Jacqueline

FP 50,000. From the acclaimed, bestselling National Book Award-winning author of BROWN GIRL
DREAMING. Running into a long ago friend, sets memory in motion for August, a woman who once lived in a
Brooklyn where friendship was everything - until it wasn’t anymore. Brooklyn was a place where they believed
as they walked the streets and confided in each other, that they were beautiful, talented, brilliant - a part of a
future that belonged to them. But beneath the veneer, there was another Brooklyn, a dangerous place where men
reached for them in dark hallways, where ghosts haunted their nights and mothers disappeared.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062359988

Price: $28.50

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 192

Pub. Date: August 2016

Appetites : A Cookbook
9 780062 409959

by Bourdain, Anthony

FP 250,000. The celebrity chef and culinary explorer’s first cookbook in more than ten years - a collection of
recipes for the home cook. APPETITES boils down 40-plus years of professional cooking and world travelling
to a tight repertoire of personal favourites - dishes that everyone should ( at least in Mr. Bourdain’s opinion)
know how to cook. Lavishly and provocatively photographed by Bobby Fisher, it looks to take the cookbook to
the edge of the cliff - and over. A bonus pull out poster depicts and deconstructs the tectonic and structural
aspects of the perfect hamburger with text by Nathan Myrvhold.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062409959

Page: 1

Price: $46.50

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: October 2016
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Association of Small Bombs
9 780143 109273

by Mahajan, Karan

National Book Award Finalist A New York Times Editors' Choice Named a Best Book of 2016 by: Esquire,
Time magazine, Vulture.com Longlisted for the FT/Oppenheimer Emerging Voices Award "Wonderful. . . .
Smart, devastating, unpredictable, and enviably adept in its handling of tragedy and its fallout. If you enjoy
novels that happily disrupt traditional narratives--about grief, death, violence, politics--I suggest you go out and
buy this one. Post haste." --Fiona Maazel, The New York Times Book Review "Brilliant. . . . Mr. Mahajan's
writing is acrid and bracing, tightly packed with dissonant imagery. . . . The Association of Small Bombs is not
the first novel about the aftermath of a terrorist attack, but it is the finest I've read at capturing the seduction and
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780143109273

Price: $22.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: October 2016

Badlands
9 780316 505376

by Lenhardt, Melissa

Outlander meets post-Civil War unrest in the conclusion to Melissa Lenhardt's fast-paced historical series.
Laura's worst fears have been realized: Kindle has been taken into custody and she is once again on the run. The
noose awaits her in New York, but Laura is realizing that there are some things worse than death. Finally
running out of places to hide, it may be time for Dr. Catherine Bennett to face her past. "Packs a big punch with
grit and raw passion. There is mystery, murder, Indians, bounty hunters and intrigue. The women are brave,
intelligent and don't take crap from anyone. Lenhardt is a talented, creative writer; she has a grand slam out of
the park with Sawbones ." -- RT Book Reviews (Top Pick ) 4.5 stars "Raw, gritty and sometimes graphic,
Publisher: Orbit

ISBN-13:

9780316505376

Price: $20.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: June 2017

Bear and the Nightingale
9 781101 885932

by Arden, Katherine

A magical debut novel for readers ofNaomi Novik s Uprooted , Erin Morgenstern s The Night Circus , and Neil
Gaiman s myth-rich fantasies, The Bear and the Nightingale spins an irresistible spell as it announces the arrival
of a singular talent with a gorgeous voice. At the edge of the Russian wilderness, winter lasts most of the year
and the snowdrifts grow taller than houses. But Vasilisa doesn t mind she spends the winter nights huddled
around the embers of a fire with her beloved siblings, listening to her nurse s fairy tales. Above all, she loves the
chilling story of Frost, the blue-eyed winter demon, who appears in the frigid night to claim unwary souls. Wise
Russians fear him, her nurse says, and honor the spirits of house and yard and forest that protect their homes
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781101885932

Price: $36.00

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: January 2017

Better off Thread : An Embroidery Mystery
9 780451 473851

by Lee, Amanda

Embroidery Mystery #10. When Marcy’s friend Captain Moe asks for her help, she can’t refuse - especially
when the favor is to play the elf to his Santa for sick children at a local hospital. Despite the ridiculous outfit,
Marcy finds herself enjoying spreading cheer - until the hospital’s administrator is found murdered. Although
the deceased had plenty of people willing to fill her stocking with coal, evidence pins the crime on Moe. Now
it’s up to Marcy, with the help of her police officer boyfriend Ted and her Irish Wolfhound Angus, to stitch
together the clues to clear Moe’s name.

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group
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9780451473851
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Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: December 2016
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Black Guard
9 781781 855645

by Smith, A. J.

The city of Ro Canarn burns. The armies of the Red march upon the northern lords. And the children of a dead
god are waking from their long slumber...

Publisher: Head of Zeus

ISBN-13:

9781781855645

Price: $19.95

Form: UK-B Format Paperback

Pages: 616

Pub. Date: September 2016

Black River Road : An Unthinkable Crime, an Unlikely Suspect, and the ...
9 780864 928764

by Komar, Debra

In 1869, in the woods just outside of the bustling port city of Saint John, a group of teenaged berry pickers
discovered several badly decomposed bodies. The authorities suspected foul play, but the identities of the
victims were as mysterious as that of the perpetrator. From the twists and turns of a coroner's inquest, an
unlikely suspect emerged to stand trial for murder: John Munroe, a renowned architect, well-heeled family man,
and pillar of the community. Munroe was arguably the first in Canada's fledgling judicial system to actively
defend himself. His lawyer's strategy was as simple as it was revolutionary: Munroe's wealth, education, and
exemplary character made him incapable of murder. The press and Saint John's elite vocally supported Munroe,
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions

ISBN-13:

9780864928764

Price: $19.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 224

Pub. Date: September 2016

Bleeding Blue
9 781501 135989

by Clark, Wendel

FP 30,000(CDN) Funny, fierce, and gritty, BLEEDING BLUE recounts every struggle and success of Wendel
Clark’s rough-and-tumble journey to becoming one of hockey’s greatest heroes. As a young boy growing up in
Kelvington, Saskatchewan, Wendel Clark never dreamed of an NHL career. The pro league just seemed too far
away from the young man’s small-town life in the Prairies. But Wendel had a talent for hockey that was
surpassed only by his love for the sport, and it wasn’t long before he embarked on a path that would take him
away from his hometown to a new life. Canadian author - Toronto

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Canada

ISBN-13:

9781501135989

Price: $32.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: November 2016

Blood Oath
9 780316 505383

by Lenhardt, Melissa

Outlander meets post-Civil War unrest in this nonstop sequel to Sawbones . Laura Elliston and William Kindle
are on the run -- from the Army and from every miscreant in the West eager to claim the $500 bounty for
Laura's capture as their own. But the danger isn't just from those pursuing them. Laura and Kindle have demons
of their own and a past that won't stay dead. Exhausted, scared, scarred and surrounded by enemies, neither
realize the greatest danger is yet to come. "Packs a big punch with grit and raw passion. There is mystery,
murder, Indians, bounty hunters and intrigue. The women are brave, intelligent and don't take crap from anyone.
Lenhardt is a talented, creative writer; she has a grand slam out of the park with Sawbones ." -- RT Book
Publisher: Orbit

ISBN-13:

9780316505383

Page: 3

Price: $20.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: May 2017
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Book of Joy : Lasting Happiness in a Changing World
9 780670 070169

by Tutu, Desmond

FP 15,000(CDN) Two great spiritual masters share their own hard-won wisdom about living with joy even in
the face of adversity. Both are known for being among the most infectiously happy people on the planet. From
the beginning the book was envisioned as a three-layer birthday cake, the first being their personal stories and
teachings about joy. The second layer consists of the exciting research into joy as well as the other qualities
essential for any enduring happiness. And the third encompasses practical exercises and guidance based on the
Dalai Lama’s and Tutu’s own daily practices. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Penguin Canada

ISBN-13:

9780670070169

Price: $34.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: September 2016

Born to Run
9 781501 141515

by Springsteen, Bruce

FP 1.2M In 2009, Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band performed at the Super Bowl’s halftime show. The
experience was so exhilarating that Bruce decided to write about it. That’s how this extraordinary
autobiography began. He describes growing up Catholic in Freehold, New Jersey, amid the poetry, danger, and
darkness that fueled his imagination, leading up to the moment he refers to as “The Big Bang”: seeing Elvis
Presley’s debut on The Ed Sullivan Show. He vividly recounts his relentless drive to become a musician, his
early days as a bar band king in Asbury Park, and the rise of the E Street Band. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Simon & Schuster, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781501141515

Price: $39.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 528

Pub. Date: September 2016

Boy Who Shoots Crows
9 780425 243466

by Silvis, Randall

A riveting new psychological thriller from a "a masterful storyteller" ( New York Times Book Review ).
Yesterday, a local boy went missing in Cumberland County, Pennsylvania. Transplanted painter Charlotte
Dunleavy was used to seeing him go into the woods, rifle in hand, to shoot at crows. Suffering from the
debilitating aftereffects of a migraine, Charlotte is shrouded in a fog of pain and barely remembers the details of
the day, just splinters of memory, as if they were a dream-but nothing concrete enough to help the local sheriff
in his search. Outside of Charlotte's windows, the woods are peaceful, the play of light and dark among the
leaves offering her inspiration for her art. But the truth can penetrate even the deepest shadows of a forest-and a
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425243466

Price: $16.00

Form: UK-B Format Paperback

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: December 2011

Break
9 781487 001117

by Vermette, Katherena

FP 15,000(CDN) A stunning and heartbreaking DEBUT novel by Governor General's Literary Award-winning
Métis poet Katherena Vermette about a multigenerational Métis-Anishnaabe family dealing with the fallout of a
shocking crime in Winnipeg's North End. When Stella, a young Métis mother, looks out her window one
evening and spots someone in trouble on the Break - a barren field on an isolated strip of land outside her house
- she calls the police. In a series of shifting narratives, people who are connected, both directly and indirectly,
with the victim tell their personal stories leading up to that fateful night. Canadian author - Winnipeg

Publisher: House of Anansi Press
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Brutal Night of the Mountain Man
9 780786 035557

by Johnstone, William W.

Mountain Man #44. Kate Coldane has sweated blood for this saloon, and she won’t let it go down without a
fight. Silas Atwood may be the richest rancher in Hudspeth County, but that doesn’t give him the right to push
her around. When Atwood sends one of his goons to cause trouble at her watering hole, Kate’s son Rusty guns
him down. It may have been self defense, but Atwood is the law, and that means Rusty has to run. Rusty flees to
the home of his Uncle Pearlie, who straps on his six-gun, intending to return to Hudspeth and clear his
nephew’s name. But Smoke Jensen won’t let his friend ride into certain death.

Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786035557

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2016

Capturing Hill 70 : Canada's Forgotten Battle of the First World War
9 780774 833592

by Delaney, Douglas E.

Capturing Hill 70 tells the long-forgotten story of a spectacularly successful but shockingly costly battle that
helped forge the character of the famed Canadian Corps. In August 1917, the Canadian Corps captured Hill 70,
vital terrain just north of the French town of Lens. The Canadians suffered some 5,400 casualties and in three
harrowing days defeated 21 German counterattacks. This spectacularly successful but shockingly costly battle
was as innovative as Vimy, yet few Canadians have heard of it.

Publisher: University of British Columbia

ISBN-13:

9780774833592

Price: $34.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 332

Pub. Date: October 2016

Chisholm Trail
9 780312 929534

by Compton, Ralph H.

REISSUE (4/93) & REPACKAGED. Armed with only a Colt rifle, a Bowie knife, and courage as big as the
West, Ten Chisholm - the bold, illegitimate son of frontier scout and plains ambassador Jesse Chisholm and a
Cherokee woman - arrives in the heart of Comanche country with a price on his head. His only crime: loving
the beautiful daughter of a powerful New Orleans gambler who has promised her to a wealthy man she hates.
Now Ten has returned to the harsh Texas brakes with a team of battle-toughened cowboys and ex-soldiers - and
a vow to return to Priscilla and make her his wife

Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9780312929534

Price: $10.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: April 1993

Cold Earth
9 781447 278214

by Cleeves, Ann
TRADE PAPERBACK EDITION

Publisher: Pan Macmillan

ISBN-13:

9781447278214

Page: 5

Price: $25.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2016
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Cruel and Unusual
9 781416 505402

by Cornwell, Patricia

REISSUE (11/05) PREMIUM MM. Kay Scarpetta #4. At 11.05 one December evening in Richmond, Virginia,
convicted murderer Ronnie Joe Waddell is pronounced dead in the electric chair. At the morgue Dr Kay
Scarpetta waits for Waddell's body. And Waddell's death is not the only newsworthy event on this freezing
night: the grotesquely wounded body of a young boy is found propped against a rubbish skip. To Scarpetta the
two cases seem unrelated, until she recalls that the body of Waddell's victim had been arranged in a strikingly
similar position ...

Publisher: Pocket Star

ISBN-13:

9781416505402

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: November 2005

Daybreakers
9 780553 276749

by L'Amour, Louis

REISSUE (5/84) & REPACKAGED. Tyrel Sackett was born to trouble, but vowed to justice. After having to
kill a man in Tennessee, he hit the trail west with his brother Orrin. Those were the years when decent men and
women lived in fear of Indians, rustlers, and killers, but the Sackett brothers worked to make the West a place
where people could raise their children in peace. Orrin brought law and order from Santa Fe to Montana, and
his brother Tye backed him up every step of the way. Till the day the job was done, Tye Sackett was the fastest
gun alive.

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780553276749

Price: $7.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: May 1984

Dead Zone
9 781501 143816

by King, Stephen

REISSUE Now available for the first time in PREMIUM MM. When Johnny Smith was six-years-old, head
trauma caused by a bad ice-skating accident left him with a nasty bruise on his forehead and, from time to time,
those hunches…infrequent but accurate snippets of things to come. But it isn’t until Johnny’s a grown man now having survived a horrifying auto injury that plunged him into a coma lasting four-and-a-half years - that
his special abilities really push to the fore. Johnny Smith comes back from the void with an extraordinary gift
that becomes his life’s curse…

Publisher: Pocket Books

ISBN-13:

9781501143816

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 592

Pub. Date: November 2016

Deadly Memories
9 780758 291080

by Fluke, Joanne

REISSUE (2/95) & REPACKAGED. The last thing Maura Thomas remembers before her car careened over a
steep embankment is having dinner with her college roommate… over 20 years ago. Everything in between is a
blank. Maura has no recollection of her husband, her daughter, or her busy, glamorous existence as owner of a
Beverly Hills boutique. Maura can’t even be sure that everyone around her is who they claim to be. Is it
paranoia or self-preservation that makes her uneasy? And then there are the images starting to fill her head pictures of a life at odds with everything she’s been told.

Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat
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Disappearance in Damascus
9 780345 809292

by Campbell, Deborah

FP 10,000(CDN) We rarely hear the stories of women’s courage in the face of danger. This riveting true story
of a remarkable relationship between two women - the award-winning Canadian journalist Deborah Campbell
and Ahlam, an Iraqi woman working as a “fixer” for Western media in Syria as it plunges into war - reveals as
much about the universal power of friendship as about the courage of those who bring us our daily news. The
morning the Syrian Secret Police seize Ahlam, Campbell is forced to watch, unable to stop them. Canadian
author - BC

Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780345809292

Price: $32.00

Form: Hard Cover

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: August 2015

Disquiet Heart
9 781492 639794

by Silvis, Randall

Pittsburgh, 1847: A cholera epidemic rages, and young women are disappearing... Augie Dubbins, a former
street urchin now grown up and looking for adventure, rushes to be with his old friend Edgar Allan Poe upon
hearing of the death of the poet's wife and accompanies him to Pittsburgh at the invitation of a wealthy
benefactor. Upon their arrival, the city is teeming with unrest and gray with factory smoke, the air reeking of
death after a cholera epidemic kills hundreds of citizens. What's worse, Augie and Poe soon learn, is that several
attractive young women have disappeared over the past six months. As Poe becomes preoccupied with the
macabre activities of their host, Augie sets out into the working-class underbelly of Pittsburgh to investigate the
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492639794

Price: $22.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: February 2017

Do Not Say We Have Nothing
9 780345 810427

by Thien, Madeleine

FP 5,000(CDN) Madeleine Thien’s new novel is breathtaking in scope and ambition even as it is hauntingly
intimate. With the ease and skill of a master storyteller, Thien takes us inside an extended family in China,
showing us the lives of two successive generations - those who lived through Mao’s Cultural Revolution in the
mid-20th century; and the children of the survivors, who became the students protesting in Tiananmen Square
in 1989, in one of the most important political moments of the past century. Canadian author - Montreal

Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780345810427

Price: $35.00

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: May 2016

Dressmaker's Dowry : A Novel
9 780062 469830

by Jaeger, Meredith

For readers of Lucinda Riley, Sarah Jio, or Susan Meissner, this gripping historical debut novel tells the story of
two women: one, an immigrant seamstress who disappears from San Francisco's gritty streets in 1876, and the
other, a young woman in present day who must delve into the secrets of her husband's wealthy family only to
discover that she and the missing dressmaker might be connected in unexpected ways. An exquisite ring, passed
down through generations, connects two women who learn that love is a choice, and forgiveness is the key to
freedom... San Francisco: 1876 Immigrant dressmakers Hannelore Schaeffer and Margaret O'Brien struggle to
provide food for their siblings, while mending delicate clothing for the city's most affluent ladies. When
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062469830

Page: 7

Price: $19.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: February 2017
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Family Jewels
9 780451 477248

by Woods, Stuart

Stone Barrington #37, following SCANDALOUS BEHAVIOUR. Barrington’s newest client seems to be a
magnet for trouble. A poised lady of considerable wealth, she’s looking for help discouraging the attentions of a
tenacious gentleman. But no sooner does Stone fend off the party in question than his client becomes involved
in two lethal crimes. With suspects aplenty, Stone must probe deep into his client’s life to find the truth, and he
discovers that the heart of the mystery may be a famous missing piece of history, a stunningly beautiful vestige
of a bygone era. Previously published HC 4/16. PREMIUM MM

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451477248

Price: $13.50

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: December 2016

Field of Graves
9 780778 330530

by Ellison, J. T.

Taylor Jackson #8, following WHERE ALL THE DEAD LIE. All of Nashville is on edge with a serial killer on
the loose. A madman is trying to create his own end-of-days apocalypse and the cops trying to catch him are
almost as damaged as the killer. FIELD OF GRAVES reveals the origins of some of J.T. Ellison's most famous
creations: the haunted Lieutenant Taylor Jackson; her blunt, exceptional best friend, medical examiner Dr.
Samantha Owens; and troubled FBI profiler Dr. John Baldwin. Previously published HC 6/16. PREMIUM MM

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778330530

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2016

Fields Where They Lay
9 781616 957469

by Hallinan, Timothy

It's three days until Christmas and Junior Bender, Hollywood's fasttalking fixer for the felonious, is up to his
ears in shopping mall Santas, Russian mobsters, desperate holiday shoppers, and ('tis the season) murder. The
halls are decked, the deck is stacked, and here comes that jolly old elf. Junior Bender, divorced father of one
and burglar extraordinaire, finds himself stuck inside the Edgerton Mall, and not just as a last-minute shopper
(though he is that too). Edgerton isn't exactly the epicenter of holiday cheer, despite its two Santas, canned
Christmas music, chintzy bows, and festive lights. The mall is a fossil of an industry in decline; many of its
stores are closed, and to make matters worse, there is a rampant shoplifting problem. The murderous Russian
Publisher: Soho Press, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781616957469

Price: $31.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: October 2016

Fifth Letter
9 780062 643964

by Moriarty, Nicola

DEBUT AUTHOR. Joni, Deb, Eden and Trina have been best friends since high school. During a laughter and
wine-filled night, the women dare one another to write anonymous letters, spilling their deepest, darkest secrets.
But the fun game turns devastating, exposing cracks in their lives and the friendship they share. Later Joni
notices something in the fireplace - a burnt, crumpled, nearly destroyed, sheet of paper that holds the most
shattering revelation of all. It is a fifth letter - a hate-filled rant that exposes a vicious, deeply hidden grudge that
has festered for decades. But who wrote it?

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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Fisher King : A Jack Mcbride Mystery
9 781510 707290

by Lenhardt, Melissa

When the dust settles in this Texas town, who will be left standing? It's been six weeks since Jack McBride's
life went to hell: the resolution of his first case as chief sparked a countywide drug war, his brother Eddie rode
into town with a pocket full of cocaine and trouble on his mind, his estranged wife returned from her one-year
sabbatical determined to win him back, and Ellie Martin ended their brief affair. To the Stillwater natives, the
increase in local crime can be traced directly back to the day the outsider McBride took the job, and they're
gunning to get rid of him. One particular group is led by Joe Doyle, a successful local businessman who's
running for city council against Ellie and her plan to revitalize downtown. Now Jack has discovered proof
Publisher: Skyhorse Publishing Company, I

ISBN-13:

9781510707290

Price: $35.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 380

Pub. Date: November 2016

Flawless
9 780778 319511

by Graham, Heather

First in a new series.There's a pub in New York City that's been in the Finnegan family for generations. Now
Kieran and her three brothers own it. Kieran Finnegan is also a criminal psychologist - a fitting reaction,
perhaps, to her less-than-lawful teenage past. New York's Diamond District has been hit by a rash of thefts. No
one's been killed - until now. FBI agent Craig Frasier is brought in to investigate; he and Kieran meet at a
jewelry store in the middle of a heist. She's there to "unsteal" a flawless stone taken by her youngest brother as
an act of vengeance. Craig's there to stop the gang. Previously published HC 3/16

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778319511

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: November 2016

Frosty the Dead Man : A Snow Globe Shop Mystery
9 780425 270820

by Husom, Christine

Snow Globe Shop Mystery #3. Mayor Lewis Frost has always been known as Frosty to his friends - not that he
has many these days. Controversies swirling around the city council have members wondering if Frosty is
trying to snow them. After one councilman storms off in a huff, the mayor asks curio shop manager Camryn
Brooks to consider taking a seat on the council. When Cami comes to his office to discuss the proposal, she
finds Frosty dead, apparently struck by the very snow globe she sold him earlier that day - along with a large
diamond. One way or another, Cami must shake things up before the killer’s trail goes cold…

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425270820

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: December 2016

Fully Engaged : Using the Practicing Mind in Daily Life
9 781608 684328

by Sterner, Thomas M.

Better Results and Less Stress through Proven Techniques To be fully engaged in life means that we have clear
goals as well as the focus and skills to accomplish those goals with ease and a sense of calm awareness. In his
first book, The Practicing Mind , which remains a bestseller in its category, Thomas Sterner set out clear
guidelines for developing focus and discipline to achieve any life goal. As Tom traveled and spoke about the
book, he kept track of the questions readers and participants at his seminars asked. The answers to those
questions or more accurately, the exploration of those questions became the basis of Fully Engaged . This new
book explores specific techniques, such as thought awareness training and setting goals with accurate data, and
Publisher: New World Library

ISBN-13:

9781608684328

Page: 9

Price: $22.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 120

Pub. Date: October 2016

www.whitehots.com
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Good Vibrations : My Life As a Beach Boy
9 780399 176418

by Love, Mike

FP 75,000. Mike Love tells the story of his legendary, raucous, and ultimately triumphant five-decade career as
the front man of The Beach Boys, the most popular American band in history - timed to coincide with the 50th
anniversary of “Good Vibrations.” As a founding member of The Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an
extraordinary 55 years, and counting, as the group’s lead singer and one of its principal lyricists. His own story
has never been fully told, of how a sheet-metal apprentice became the quintessential front man for America’s
most successful rock band, singing in more than 5,600 concerts in 26 countries. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780399176418

Price: $37.00

Form: TC

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: September 2016

Great Global Bucket List
9 781443 442367

by Esrock, Robin

FP 14,000. For over a decade, renowned travel journalist, bestselling author, and TV host Robin Esrock scoured
the globe in search of one-of-a-kind, bucket list-worthy experiences. From the Amazon jungle to the beaches of
Zanzibar, GREAT GLOBAL BUCKET LIST presents a world we don’t hear much about in the news. A world
that is strikingly beautiful, thought-provoking, incredibly diverse and sometimes, just very, very funny. With his
trademark wit, photography and insight, Esrock introduces the inspiring experiences you’ll be talking and
dreaming about for many years to come. Canadian author - Vancouver

Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9781443442367

Price: $24.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: September 2016

Holiday Gift and a Cold Creek Novel
9 780373 837960

by Thayne, Raeanne

Cowboys of Cold Creek #15. All widowed rancher Faith Dustin wants is a quiet Christmas with her two kids
and her best friend - cowboy Chase Brannon. Until he kisses her under the mistletoe! Chase lost his chance with
Faith years ago; he won't blow this one. But he'll need all the magic of the season - and two matchmaking kids to unwrap a second chance at love. Included in this book, a holiday favourite - A Cold Creek Noel (11/12) After a devastating tragedy, Caidy Bowman wants only to hide out on her ranch. Then widowed veterinarian
Ben Caldwell arrives in Pine Gulch for the holidays with his two children.

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373837960

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2016

Homo Deus : A Brief History of Tomorrow
9 780771 038686

by Harari, Yuval Noah

FP 25,000(CDN) In this vivid, challenging new book from the author of the international bestseller SAPIENS,
Yuval Noah Harari examines the implications of our newly upgraded condition, from our dogged pursuit of
status and happiness to our constant quest to overcome death by pushing the boundaries of science. He explores
how Homo Sapiens conquered the world, our creation of today’s human-centred environment, our current
predicament and our possible future. And, above all, he asks the fundamental question: Where do we go from
here?

Publisher: McClelland & Stewart

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780771038686
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Price: $34.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: September 2016
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How to Bake Everything
9 780470 526880

by Bittman, Mark

FP 75,000. In the most comprehensive book of its kind, Mark Bittman offers the ultimate baker’s resource.
Finally, here is the simplest way to bake everything, from favourites (Crunchy Toffee Cookies, Baked Alaska)
to of-the-moment updates (Gingerbread Whoopie Pies). It explores global baking, too: Nordic ruis, New
Orleans beignets, Afghan snowshoe naan. The recipes satisfy every flavour craving thanks to more than 2,000
recipes and variations. New bakers will appreciate Bittman’s opinionated advice on essential equipment and
ingredient substitutions, plus extensive technique illustrations.

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Trad

ISBN-13:

9780470526880

Price: $50.00

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 704

Pub. Date: October 2016

Illegal
9 781443 453134

by Hill, Lawrence

Fast-moving and compelling, ILLEGAL is a literary thriller that addresses the fate of undocumented refugees
who struggle to survive in nations that do not want them. Keita Ali is on the run. He is desperate to flee
Zantoroland, a mountainous black island that produces the fastest marathoners in the world. Keita signs on with
notorious marathon agent, Anton Hamm, who provides Keita with a chance to run the Boston marathon. But
when Keita fails to place among the top finishers, rather than being sent back to his own country, he goes into
hiding. Previously published HC 9/15 & TP 2/16. PREMIUM MM

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781443453134

Price: $12.50

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2016

Jamie Oliver's Christmas Cookbook
9 781443 451345

by Oliver, Jamie

FP 40,000(CDN) Jamie’s Christmas Cookbook will be packed with all the classics you need for the big day and
beyond, as well as loads of delicious recipes for edible gifts, party food and new ways to love those leftovers.
It’s everything you need for the best Christmas ever. With recipes for traditional classics and exciting new ideas
to wow your guests you'll find something for everyone. Chapters include Main Event: Meat, Wonderful World
of Potatoes, Vegetarian Mains and Scrumptious Veggie Sides, Cute Edible Gifts and Festive Puddings.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9781443451345

Price: $37.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 408

Pub. Date: November 2016

Judgment of Murder
9 780738 750095

by Challinor, C. S.

It's a dark day for Scottish barrister Rex Graves when he learns that Lord Gordon Murgatroyd has passed away.
Referred to as "Judge Murder" by Rex's colleagues, the famously severe judge supposedly died of natural
causes"”but his daughter Phoebe thinks otherwise. Wanting to honor the man who'd always been
uncharacteristically kind to him, Rex thinks it would be a good idea to follow up on Phoebe's suspicions . . .
until a meeting with his first suspect. With a target on his back and a child abduction case gripping the region,
Rex fears that the judge's death won't be an isolated incident. Praise: "One of Challinor's best.""” Kirkus
Reviews " An] intriguing 10th mystery . . . Readers will eagerly await Rex's further adventures.""” Publishers
Publisher: Llewellyn Publications

ISBN-13:

9780738750095

Page: 11

Price: $17.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 216

Pub. Date: November 2016
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Justice Delayed
9 780800 727086

by Bradley, Patricia

It's been eighteen years since TV crime reporter Andi Hollister's sister was murdered. The confessed killer is
behind bars, and the execution date is looming. But when a letter surfaces stating that the condemned killer
didn't actually do it, Detective Will Kincaide of the Memphis Cold Case Unit will stop at nothing to help Andi
get to the bottom of it. After all, this case is personal: the person who confessed to the crime is Will's cousin.
They have less than a week to find the real killer before the wrong person is executed.

Publisher: Revell

ISBN-13:

9780800727086

Price: $19.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: January 2017

Lone Star Christmas
9 780786 040872

by Johnstone, William W.

REISSUE (11/11) & REPACKAGED. They just wanted to get home for Christmas…but fate had other plans.
It’s December 1890. A Texas rancher named Big Jim Conyers has a deal with Scottish-born, Wyoming
cattleman Duff MacCallister. Along with Smoke and Matt Jensen, the party bears down on Dodge to make a
cattle drive back to Forth Worth. But before they can get out of Dodge, guns go off and a rich man’s son is
killed. Soon the drive turns into a deadly pursuit, then a staggering series of clashes with bloodthirsty Indians
and trigger-happy rustlers. And the worst is yet to come..

Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786040872

Price: $6.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2016

Making Spirits Bright
9 781420 143119

by Michaels, Fern

REISSUE (11/11) #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Fern Michaels headlines this sparkling Christmas
anthology. Making Spirits Bright by Fern Michaels - Melanie McLaughlin desperately wants to adopt two
orphaned siblings and give them a real home for Christmas. Runaway Christmas by Elizabeth Bass - A glass of
wine, lounging in pajamas, and catching up on movies - that’s Heidi Bogue’s idea of a perfect Christmas. Home
for Christmas by Rosalind Noonan - Jo Truman needs a replacement Santa for her gift shop’s Christmas Eve
party. Christmas on Cape Cod by Nan Rossiter - Maddie Carlson would do anything for her best friend.

Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420143119

Price: $6.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2016

Mind over Money : The Psychology of Money and How to Use It Better
9 781782 112068

by Hammond, Claudia

* Why is it good to be grumpy if you want to avoid getting ripped off? * Why do we think coins are bigger than
they really are?* Why is it a mistake to choose the same lottery numbers every week? Join award-winning
psychologist and BBC Radio 4 presenter Claudia Hammond as she delves into big and small questions around
the surprising psychology of money. Funny, insightful and eye-opening, Mind Over Money will change the way
you think about the cash in your pocket and the figures in your bank account forever.

Publisher: Canongate Books

www.whitehots.com
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9781782112068
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Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 384
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Miracle on 5th Avenue
9 780373 789344

by Morgan, Sarah

Hopeless romantic Eva Jordan loves everything about Christmas. She might be spending the holidays alone this
year, but when she's given an opportunity to house-sit a spectacular penthouse on Fifth Avenue, she leaps at the
chance. What she didn't expect was to find the penthouse still occupied by its gorgeous - and mysterious owner. Bestselling crime writer Lucas Blade is having the nightmare before Christmas. With a deadline and the
anniversary of his wife's death looming, he's isolated himself in his penthouse with only his grief for company.

Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373789344

Price: $9.99

Form: MM

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: November 2016

Mobilizing Mercy : A History of the Canadian Red Cross
9 780773 547759

by Glassford, Sarah

For more than a century the Canadian Red Cross Society has provided help and comfort to vulnerable people at
home and abroad. In the first detailed national history of the organization, Sarah Glassford reveals how the
European-born Red Cross movement came to Canada and took root, and why it flourished. Mobilizing Mercy is
a compelling portrait of a major humanitarian organization, its people, and its ever-evolving place in Canadian
society.

Publisher: McGill-Queen's University Pres

ISBN-13:

9780773547759

Price: $39.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 360

Pub. Date: March 2017

Moonglow
9 780062 461391

by Chabon, Michael

Following on the heels of his New York Times bestselling novel Telegraph Avenue, Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Michael Chabon delivers another literary masterpiece: a novel of truth and lies, family legends, and
existential adventureand the forces that work to destroy us. In 1989, fresh from the publication of his first novel,
The Mysteries of Pittsburgh, Michael Chabon traveled to his mother's home in Oakland, California, to visit his
terminally ill grandfather. Tongue loosened by powerful painkillers, memory stirred by the imminence of death,
Chabon's grandfather shared recollections and told stories the younger man had never heard before, uncovering
bits and pieces of a history long buried and forgotten. That dreamlike week of revelations forms the basis for the
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062461391

Price: $22.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2016

Moth Catcher
9 781447 278306

by Cleeves, Ann

FROM 2006 DUNCAN LAWRIE DAGGER WINNER ANN CLEEVES"One of the best natural writers of
detective fiction" Sunday ExpressLife seems perfect in Valley Farm, a quiet community in Northumberland.
Then a shocking discovery shatters the silence. The owners of a big country house have employed a housesitter, a young ecologist named Patrick, to look after the place while they're away. But Patrick is found dead by
the side of the lane into the valley - a beautiful, lonely place to die. DI Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene, with
her detectives Holly and Joe. When they look round the attic of the big house - where Patrick has a flat - she
finds the body of a second man. All the two victims have in common is a fascination with moths - catching
Publisher: PAN

ISBN-13:

9781447278306

Page: 13

Price: $18.99

Form: UK-B Format Paperback

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: August 2016
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Murder House
9 781455 589913

by Patterson, James

No. 7 Ocean Drive is a gorgeous, multi-million-dollar beachfront estate in the Hamptons, where money and
privilege know no bounds. But its beautiful gothic exterior hides a horrific past: it was the scene of a series of
depraved killings that have never been solved. Neglected, empty, and rumored to be cursed, it's known as the
Murder House, and locals keep their distance. But when a Hollywood power broker and his mistress are found
dead in the abandoned Murder House, the gruesome crime scene rivals anything Detective Jenna Murphy
experienced in Manhattan. Previously published HC 9/15 & TP 4/16. PREMIUM MM

Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455589913

Price: $12.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 496

Pub. Date: December 2016

Museum at the End of the World
9 781771 961073

by Metcalf, John

In this, his first book of fiction since Adult Entertainment, a New York Times Notable Book of 1990, legendary
Canadian writer and editor John Metcalf is back—in full comic force—with a linked collection of stories and
novellas. Set in Nashville, Memphis, New Orleans, and Ottawa, these tales span the life of writer Robert Forde
and his wife Sheila. Playing with various forms of comedy throughout, Metcalf paints a portrait of 20th century
literary life with levity, satire, and unsuspecting moments of emotional depth.

Publisher: Biblioasis

ISBN-13:

9781771961073

Price: $19.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 272

Pub. Date: September 2016

Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains
9 780670 068784

by Thanh, Yasuko

FP 12,000(CDN) Journey Prize winner Yasuko Thanh transports us into a vivid, historical Vietnam, one that is
filled with chaotic streets, teeming marketplaces, squalid opium dens, and angry ghosts that exist side by side
with the living. Vietnam is a haunted country, and Dr. Nguyen Georges-Minh is a haunted man. In 1908, the
French rule Saigon, but uneasily. Each day, more Vietnamese rebels are paraded through the streets towards the
gleaming blade of the guillotine, now a permanent fixture in the main square and a gruesome warning to those
who would attempt to challenge colonial rule. It is a warning that Georges-Minh will not heed. Canadian author
- Vancouver Island
Publisher: Penguin Canada

ISBN-13:

9780670068784

Price: $24.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: April 2016

Nothing Ever Dies : Vietnam and the Memory of War
9 780674 660342

by Nguyen, Viet Thanh

Nothing Ever Dies , Viet Thanh Nguyen writes. All wars are fought twice, the first time on the battlefield, the
second time in memory. From the author of the Pulitzer Prize'e"winning novel The Sympathizer comes a
searching exploration of a conflict that lives on in the collective memory of both the Americans and the
Vietnamese.

Publisher: Harvard University Press

www.whitehots.com
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9780674660342
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Form: Trade Cloth
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On Night's Shore : A Novel
9 781492 639763

by Silvis, Randall

Step into the dark alleys of 1840 New York City... Standing on the grimy banks of the Hudson River, street
urchin Augie Dubbins spots a young woman toss her baby into the water, then jump in herself. As the only
witness to the tragedy, Augie sees an opportunity to make a few pennies recounting the events, and in doing so
encounters a struggling young journalist named Edgar Allan Poe, a poet and newspaper hack whose penchant
for saying the wrong thing at the wrong time has earned him more than a few enemies. When the unlikely duo
discover the body of yet another young woman shortly after, they become entrapped in a mire of murder, greed,
and power that stretches from the Five Points slums to the gleaming heights of Fifth Avenue.
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492639763

Price: $22.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: February 2017

Parcel
9 780345 816740

by Irani, Anosh

FP 8.000(CDN) The first novel in six years from a beloved and bestselling Canadian author whose previous
work has been shortlisted for the Man Asian Literary Prize and Canada Reads. This powerful new work, about a
transgender sex worker in the red-light district of Bombay who is given an unexpected task, is a gripping
literary page-turner - difficult and moving, surprising and tender. Anosh Irani’s best novel yet! THE PARCEL'S
astonishing heart, soul and unforgettable voice is Madhu - born a boy, but a eunuch by choice - who has spent
most of her life in a close-knit clan of transgender sex workers in Kamathipura, the notorious red-light district
of Bombay. Canadian author - Vancouver
Publisher: Knopf Canada

ISBN-13:

9780345816740

Price: $32.00

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: September 2016

Party Wall
9 781771 960762

by Leroux, Catherine

Catherine Leroux's first novel, translated into English brilliantly by Lazer Lederhendler, ties together stories
about siblings joined in surprising ways. A woman learns that she absorbed her twin sister's body in the womb
and that she has two sets of DNA; a girl in the deep South pushes her sister out of the way of a speeding train,
losing her legs; and a political couple learn that they are non-identical twins separated at birth.

Publisher: Biblioasis

ISBN-13:

9781771960762

Price: $19.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 200

Pub. Date: May 2016

Pig Girl
9 781770 914469

by Murphy, Colleen

Inspired by the Robert Pickton murders, the devastating parallel stories of women who suffered at the hands of
a killer.

Publisher: Playwrights Canada Press

ISBN-13:

9781770914469

Page: 15

Price: $17.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 88

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Possessions : A Novel
9 780062 458322

by Murphy, Sara Flannery

I was totally immersed in the strange, beautiful world of Sara Flannery Murphy's The Possessions. A gripping,
chilling read that's part love story, part mystery, and completely original, it's sensuous, scary, and utterly
thrilling. I've never read anything quite like it." Anton DiSclafani, author of The Yonahlossee Riding Camp for
Girls "An enthralling meditation on grief and memory cloaked in suspenseful psychodrama, The Possessions
dissolves the boundaries of past and present and artfully, heartbreakingly maps the consequences of
transgressive desire. Sara Flannery Murphy has written the best kind of ghost story." Robin Wasserman, author
of Girls on Fire In this electrifying literary debut, a young woman who channels the dead for a living crosses a
Publisher: HarperCollins Canada, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780062458322

Price: $33.50

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: February 2017

Purgatory Road
9 780800 727338

by Parker, Samuel

When a day trip out of Las Vegas with his wife takes a turn for the worse, Jack is sure that he has the ability to
get them home. Rescue comes in the form of a desert hermit, but hope fades as the couple comes to realize that
the nomad has no intention of letting them leave. A chance encounter with a kidnapped runaway and her crazed
abductor leads them all farther into the wilderness--and closer to the cold brutality that isolation brings. At the
edge of his sanity, Jack begins to learn that playing by another's rules may be the only way to survive.

Publisher: Revell

ISBN-13:

9780800727338

Price: $18.49

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: January 2017

Revenge of Analog : Real Things and Why They Matter
9 781610 395717

by Sax, David

The more advanced our digital technologies, the more we come to realize that reality rules. David Sax reassures
us surviving members of team human that material existence is alive and well, and makes a compelling case for
the reclamation of terra firma and all that comes with it. Douglas Rushkoff, author of Throwing Rocks at the
Google Bus A funny thing happened on the way to the digital utopia. We ve begun to fall back in love with the
very analog goods and ideas the tech gurus insisted that we no longer needed. Businesses that once looked
outdated, from film photography to brick-and-mortar retail, are now springing with new life. Notebooks,
records, and stationery have become cool again. Behold the Revenge of Analog. David Sax has uncovered story
Publisher: PublicAffairs

ISBN-13:

9781610395717

Price: $33.99

Form: TC

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: November 2016

Sawbones
9 780316 505390

by Lenhardt, Melissa

Outlander meets post-Civil War unrest in this fast-paced historical debut. When Dr. Catherine Bennett is
wrongfully accused of murder, she knows her fate likely lies with a noose unless she can disappear. Fleeing
with a bounty on her head, she escapes with her maid to the uncharted territories of Colorado to build a new life
with a new name. Although the story of the murderess in New York is common gossip, Catherine's false
identity serves her well as she fills in as a temporary army doctor. But in a land unknown, so large and yet so
small, a female doctor can only hide for so long. "Packs a big punch with grit and raw passion. There is
mystery, murder, Indians, bounty hunters and intrigue. The women are brave, intelligent and don't take crap
Publisher: Orbit
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Price: $19.49

Form: Trade Paper
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Pub. Date: April 2017
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Scrappy Little Nobody
9 781501 117206

by Kendrick, Anna

FP 500,000. A collection of humorous autobiographical essays by the Academy Award-nominated actress and
star of Up in the Air and Pitch Perfect. Anna's essays amusingly recounts memorable moments throughout her
life, from her middle class upbringing in New England to the blockbuster movies that have made her one of
Hollywood’s most popular actresses today. Expanding upon the witty and ironic dispatches for which she is
known, Kendrick’s essays offer her one-of-a-kind commentary on the absurdities she’s experienced on her way
to and from the heart of pop culture. Also available UAB/CD

Publisher: Touchstone

ISBN-13:

9781501117206

Price: $34.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: November 2016

Secret Life of Fat : The Science Behind the Bodys Least Understood Org ...
9 780393 244830

by Tara, Sylvia

This groundbreaking work of practical, popular science reveals that fat is much smarter than we think. The
Secret Life of Fat brings together historical perspectives with cutting-edge research to reveal fat’s true identity:
an endocrine organ that is critical to our health. Fat triggers puberty, enables our reproductive and immune
systems, and even affects brain size. It’s so critical, in fact, that our own body endowed it with self-defense
measures: fat can grow back despite what we eat using stem cells. Tara shows how we can finally control our
elusive adversary by knowing it better.

Publisher: Norton & Company, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9780393244830

Price: $38.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: January 2017

Sellout
9 780374 260507

by Beatty, Paul

Winner of the 2016 Man Booker Prize Winner of the 2015 National Book Critics Circle Award in Fiction
Named one of the best books of 2015 by The New York Times Book Review and the Wall Street Journal A
biting satire about a young man's isolated upbringing and the race trial that sends him to the Supreme Court,
Paul Beatty's The Sellout showcases a comic genius at the top of his game. It challenges the sacred tenets of the
United States Constitution, urban life, the civil rights movement, the father-son relationship, and the holy grail
of racial equalitythe black Chinese restaurant. Born in the "agrarian ghetto" of Dickenson the southern outskirts
of Los Angelesthe narrator of The Sellout resigns himself to the fate of lower-middle-class Californians: "I'd die
Publisher: Farrar, Straus & Giroux

ISBN-13:

9780374260507

Price: $29.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: March 2015

Shakespeare : The Riddle of Genius
9 780771 050831

by Johnson, Boris

FP 25,000(CDN) 400 years after his death, William Shakespeare is more popular than ever. Studied by
schoolchildren everywhere, performed and interpreted in every conceivable medium and setting, he remains an
unparalleled global phenomenon. With characteristic curiosity, verve, and wit, Boris Johnson sets out to
determine why and how. He immerses us in the swagger and terror of the Elizabethan era, with its newfound
craze for theater and its bold intellectual flowering, under the threat of repression.

Publisher: McClelland & Stewart

ISBN-13:

9780771050831
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Price: $35.00

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: December 2035
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Stamped from the Beginning : The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in ...
9 781568 584638

by Kendi, Ibram X.

Longlisted for the National Book Award 2016 Americans like to insist that we are living in a postracial, colorblind society. In fact, racist thought is alive and well; it has simply become more sophisticated and more
insidious. And as award-winning historian Ibram X. Kendi argues in Stamped from the Beginning , racist ideas
in this country have a long and lingering history, one in which nearly every great American thinker is complicit.
In this deeply researched and fast-moving narrative, Kendi chronicles the entire story of antiBlack racist ideas
and their staggering power over the course of American history. Stamped from the Beginning uses the lives of
five major American intellectuals to offer a window into the contentious debates between assimilationists and
Publisher: PublicAffairs

ISBN-13:

9781568584638

Price: $42.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 592

Pub. Date: April 2016

Standard Grand
9 781250 108944

by Nicorvo, Jay Baron

When an Army trucker goes AWOL before her third deployment, she ends up sleeping in Central Park. There,
she meets a Vietnam vet and widower who inherited a tumbledown Borscht Belt resort. Converted into a
halfway house for homeless veterans, the Standardand its two thousand acres over the Marcellus Shale
Formationis coveted by a Houston-based multinational company. Toward what end, only a corporate executive
knows. With three violent acts at its centera mauling, a shooting, a mysterious death decades in the pastand set
largely in the Catskills, The Standard Grand spans an epic year in the lives of its diverse cast: a female veteran
protagonist, a Mesoamerican lesbian landman, a mercenary security contractor keeping secrets and seeking
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250108944

Price: $37.99

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: April 2017

Stillwater : A Jack Mcbride Mystery
9 781510 719828

by Lenhardt, Melissa

Former FBI agent Jack McBride took the job as Chief of Police for Stillwater, Texas, to start a new life with his
teenage son, Ethan, away from the suspicions that surrounded his wife's disappearance a year earlier. With a
low crime rate and a five-man police force, he expected it to be a nice, easy gig; hot checks, traffic violations,
some drugs, occasional domestic disturbances, and petty theft. Instead, within a week he is investigating a
staged murder-suicide, uncovering a decades' old skeleton buried in the woods, and managing the first crime
wave in thirty years. For help navigating his unfamiliar, small-town surroundings, Jack turns to Ellie Martin,
one of the most respected women in town--her scandal-filled past notwithstanding. Despite Jack's murky
Publisher: Skyhorse Publishing Company, I

ISBN-13:

9781510719828

Price: $25.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: May 2017

Strangers in Their Own Land : Anger and Mourning on the American Right ...
9 781620 972250

by Hochschild, Arlie Russell

LONGLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD In Strangers in Their Own Land , the renowned
sociologist Arlie Hochschild embarks on a thought-provoking journey from her liberal hometown of Berkeley,
California, deep into Louisiana bayou countrya stronghold of the conservative right. As she gets to know people
who strongly oppose many of the ideas she famously champions, Hochschild nevertheless finds common
ground and quickly warms to the people she meetsamong them a Tea Party activist whose town has been
swallowed by a sinkhole caused by a drilling accidentpeople whose concerns are actually ones that all
Americans share: the desire for community, the embrace of family, and hopes for their children. Strangers in
Publisher: New Press, The
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Strays
9 780670 070084

by Bitto, Emily

FP 7,000(CDN) For readers of ATONEMENT, a powerful and haunting DEBUT story of three sisters and their
friend who grow up on the outskirts of their parents’ glamorous bohemian lifestyle. On her first day at a new
school, Lily befriends one of the daughters of infamous avant-garde painter Evan Trentham. In an attempt to
escape the stifling conservatism of 1930s Australia, Evan and his wife create a wild, makeshift family of likeminded artists, all living and working together. An only child, Lily becomes infatuated with the Trenthams’
creative chaos and longs to fully belong. But as the years pass, she sees how themes in their art begin to shape
real lives.
Publisher: Penguin Canada
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This Is a Book about the Kids in the Hall
9 781770 413054

by Semley, John

The first book to explore the Kids history, legacy, and influence This is a book about the Kids in the Hall the
legendary Canadian sketch comedy troupe formed in Toronto in 1984, and best known for the innovative,
hilarious, zeitgeist-capturing sketch show The Kids in the Hall told by the people who were there, namely the
Kids themselves. John Semley s thoroughly researched book is rich with interviews with Dave Foley, Mark
McKinney, Bruce McCulloch, Kevin McDonald, and Scott Thompson, as well as Lorne Michaels and
comedians speaking to the Kids legacy: Janeane Garafolo, Tim Heidecker, Nathan Fielder, and others. It also
turns a critic s eye on that legacy, making a strong case for the massive influence the Kids have exerted, both on
Publisher: ECW Press

ISBN-13:

9781770413054

Price: $19.95
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Too Young to Die : Canada's Boy Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen in the Se ...
9 781459 411722

by Boileau, John

John Boileau and Dan Black offer a new view of Canada’s involvement in WWII by focusing on the
experiences of the 30,000 underage youths - some as young as 14 - who joined the Canadian Armed Forces.
Like their predecessors a generation before, these boys managed to enlist despite their youth. Most went on to
face action overseas in what would become the deadliest military conflict in human history. They enlisted for a
myriad of personal reasons -- ranging from the appeal of earning regular pay after the unemployment and
poverty of the Depression to the desire to avenge the death of a brother or father killed overseas.

Publisher: Lorimer & Company Limited., Pu

ISBN-13:

9781459411722

Price: $34.95

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 488

Pub. Date: October 2016

Trudeaumania
9 780774 834049

by Litt, Paul

In 1968, Canadians took a chance on a new kind of politician. Pierre Trudeau became the leader of the Liberal
Party and within two months was prime minister of Canada. His meteoric rise to power was driven by
Trudeaumania, a phenomenon that generated the same media hype, sexual sizzle, and adoring crowds as
Beatlemania. This book examines the origins, dynamics, and enduring significance of Trudeaumania, attributing
it to the rise 1960s radicalism, nationalist aspirations, and modern mass media.
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Trump Revealed : An American Journey of Ambition, Ego, Money, and Powe ...
9 781501 155772

by Kranish, Michael

FP 350,000. This comprehensive biography of Donald Trump, the Republican front-runner in the presidential
election campaign will be reported by a team of award-winning Washington Post journalists and co-authored by
investigative political reporter Michael Kranish and senior editor Marc Fisher. It will offer the most thorough
and wide-ranging examination of Donald Trump’s public and private lives to date, from his upbringing in
Queens and formative years at the New York Military Academy, to his turbulent careers in real estate and
entertainment, to his astonishing rise as the front-runner for the Republican presidential nomination. Also
available UAB/CD
Publisher: Scribner
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9781501155772
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Form: Trade Cloth
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Two Days Gone : A Novel
9 781492 639732

by Silvis, Randall

The perfect family. The perfect house. The perfect life. All gone now.What could cause a man, when all the
stars of fortune are shining upon him, to suddenly snap and destroy everything he has built? This is the question
that haunts Sergeant Ryan DeMarco after the wife and children of beloved college professor and bestselling a

Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492639732
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Form: Trade Paper
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Two-Man Tent
9 781550 816600

by Chafe, Robert

One of Canada’s most celebrated writers, Robert Chafe, offers his long-awaited collection of short fiction. The
individual stories are thematically linked by an interwoven, recurring tale of a long-distance relationship told in
the form of text messages, chat sessions, and emails, as Chafe bring his singular talent for dialogue and
scripting to work within new forms of communication. The results are stunning in an absorbing and thoroughly
contemporary collection that reads like no other.

Publisher: Breakwater

ISBN-13:

9781550816600

Price: $19.95

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 216

Pub. Date: October 2016

Underground Railroad
9 780385 542364

by Whitehead, Colson

FP 75,000. **UNDERGROUND BY COLSON WHITEHEAD** A magnificent, wrenching, thrilling tour de
force chronicling a young slave’s adventures as she makes a desperate bid for freedom in the antebellum South
Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. Life is hellish for all the slaves, but Cora is an outcast even
among her fellow Africans, and she is coming into womanhood. Caesar, a recent arrival from Virginia, tells her
about the Underground Railroad, and they plot their escape. Matters do not go as planned - Cora kills a young
white boy who tries to capture her - but they manage to find a station and head north. Also available UAB/CD
& LP
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Gro
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Untitled
9 780385 689250

by Myers, Mike

FP 275,000(CDN) Comedy superstar Mike Myers writes from the heart about his home and native land. Mike
Myers is a world-renowned actor, producer and writer, and the man behind some of the most memorable comic
characters of our time. But as he says: "no description of me is truly complete without saying I’m a Canadian."
Fully illustrated throughout, including many treasures from the author’s personal archive. Published in the leadup to the 2017 sesquicentennial, this is Mike Myers' birthday gift to his fellow Canadians. Canadian author Toronto

Publisher: Doubleday Canada
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Untold Story of the Talking Book
9 780674 545441

by Rubery, Matthew

Histories of the book often move straight from the codex to the digital screen. Left out are nearly 150 years of
audio recordings. Matthew Rubery uncovers this story, from Edison to todaye(tm)s billion-dollar audiobook
industry, and breaks from convention by treating audiobooks as a distinctive art form that has profoundly
influenced the way we read.

Publisher: Harvard University Press
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9780674545441

Price: $29.95
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Waiting Room
9 780062 490476

by Kaminsky, Leah

The Waiting Room is both haunted, and haunting. Geraldine Brooks, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of March
The Waiting Room unfolds over the course of a single, life-changing day, but the story it tells spans five
decades, three continents, and one family s compelling history of love, war, and survival As the daughter of
Holocaust survivors, Dina s present has always been haunted by her parents pasts. She becomes a doctor,
emigrates, and builds a family of her own, yet no matter how hard she tries to move on, their ghosts keep
pulling her back. A dark, wry sense of humor helps Dina maintain her sanity amid the constant challenges of
motherhood and medicine, but when a terror alert is issued in her adopted city, her coping skills are pushed to
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062490476

Price: $15.99

Form: TP
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Waking Comes Late
9 781487 000936

by Heighton, Steven

Governor General's Literary Award finalist and bestselling author Steven Heighton returns with a collection of
laments and celebrations that reflect on our struggle to believe in the future of a world that continues to
disappoint us.
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Willem De Kooning'S Paintbrush
9 781443 435772

by Powell, Kerry Lee

FP 3,500(CDN) An unflinching and masterful collection of award-winning stories, this is a career-making
DEBUT. Ranging from an island holiday gone wrong to a dive bar on the upswing to a yuppie mother in a
pricey subdivision seeing her worst fears come true, these deftly written stories are populated by barkeeps, good
men down on their luck, rebellious teens, lonely immigrants, dreamers and realists, fools and quiet heroes. A
selection of these stories have won significant awards including the Boston Review fiction contest and The
Malahat Review’s Far Horizons award for short fiction. Canadian author

Publisher: Harperavenue

ISBN-13:

9781443435772

Price: $26.99

Form: Trade Cloth
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Word for Love
9 781594 633584

by Robbins, Emily

A mesmerizing debut set in Syria on the cusp of the unrest, A Word for Love is the spare and exquisitely told
story of a young American woman transformed by language, risk, war, and a startling new understanding of
love. It is said there are ninety-nine Arabic words for love. Bea, an American exchange student, has learned
them all: in search of deep feeling, she travels to a Middle Eastern country known to hold the "The Astonishing
Text," an ancient, original manuscript of a famous Arabic love story that is said to move its best readers to tears.
But once in this foreign country, Bea finds that instead of intensely reading Arabic she is entwined in her host
family's complicated lives--as they lock the doors, and whisper anxiously about impending revolution. And
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group
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